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puter school. You join the Marine Corps to go to
War! But the mere act of signing the enlistment
contract confers no status in the Corps.

The Marine Corps is the only branch of the U.S.
Armed Forces that recruits people specifically to
fight.
The Army emphasizes personal development (an
Army of One), the Navy plromises fun (let the journey begin), the Air Force offers security (it’s a great
way of life).
Missing from all the advertisements is the hard
fact that a soldier’s life is to suffer and perhaps to
die for his people and take lives at the risk of his/
her own.
Even the thematic music of the services reflects
this evasion. The Army’s Caisson Song describes a
pleasant country outing. Over hill and dale, lacking only a picnic basket. Anchors Aweigh, the
Navy’s celebration of the joys of sailing, could have
been penned by Jimmy Buffet.
The Air Force song is a lyric poem of blue skies
and engine thrust. All is joyful, and invigorating,
and safe. There are no land mines in the dales nor
snipers behind the hills, no submarines or cruise
missiles threaten the ocean jaunt, no bandits are
lurking in the wild blue yonder.
The Marines' Hymn, by contrast, is all combat. "We fight our Country's battles", "First to fight
for right and freedom", "We have fought in every
clime and place where we could take a gun", "In
many a strife we have fought for life and never lost
our nerve".
The choice is made clear. You may join the
Army to go to adventure training, or join the Navy
to go to Bangkok, or join the Air Force to go to com-

The Army recruit is told from his first minute in
uniform that "you're in the Army now, soldier". The
Navy and Air Force enlistees are sailors or airmen
as soon as they get off the bus at the training center.
The new arrival at Marine Corps boot camp is
called a recruit, or worse (a lot worse), but never a
MARINE. Not yet, maybe never. He or she must
earn the right to claim the title of UNITED STATES
MARINE and failure returns you to civilian life without hesitation or ceremony.
Recruit Platoon 2210 at San Diego, California
trained from October through December of 1968. In
Viet Nam the Marines were taking two hundred
casualties a week and the major rainy season and
Operation Meade River had not even begun, yet
Drill Instructors had no qualms about winnowing
out almost a quarter of their 112 recruits, graduating 81. Note that this was post-enlistment attrition. Every one of those 31 who were dropped had
been passed by the recruiters as fit for service. But
they failed the test of Boot Camp! Not necessarily
for physical reasons. At least two were outstanding
high school athletes for whom the calisthenics and
running were child's play. The cause of their failure
was not in the biceps, nor the legs, but in the spirit.
They had lacked the will to endure the mental and
emotional strain so they would not be Marines. Heavy commitments and high casualties not
withstanding, the Corps reserves the right to pick
and choose.
History classes in boot camp? Stop a soldier on
the street and ask him to name a battle of World
War One. Pick a sailor at random and ask for a
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description of the epic fight of the Bon Homme Richard. Ask an airman who Major Thomas McGuire
was and what is named after him. I am not carping
and there is no sneer in this criticism. All of the
services have glorious traditions, but no one teaches
the young soldier, sailor or airman what his uniform
means and why he should be proud of it.
But...ask a Marine about World War One and you
will hear of the wheat field at Belleau Wood and the
courage of the Fourth Marine Brigade comprised of
the Fifth and Sixth Marines. Faced with an enemy
of superior numbers entrenched in tangled forest
undergrowth the Marines received an order to attack that even the charitable cannot call illadvised. It was insane. Artillery support was absent
and air support hadn't been invented yet. Even so
the Brigade charged German machine guns with
only bayonets, grenades, and an indomitable fighting spirit. A bandy-legged little barrel of a Gunnery
Sergeant, Daniel J. Daly, rallied his company with a
shout, "Come on you sons a bitforever?" He took
out three machine guns himselfches, do you want to
live .
French liaison-officers hardened though they
were by four years of trench bound slaughter were
shocked as the Marines charged across the open
wheat field under a blazing sun directly into the
teeth of enemy fire. Their action was so anachronistic on the twentieth-century field of battle that they
might as well have been swinging cutlasses. But
the enemy was only human. The Boche could not
stand up to the onslaught.
So the Marines took Belleau Wood. The Germans, those that survived, thereafter referred to the
Marines as "Tuefel Hunden" (Devil Dogs) and the
French in tribute renamed the woods "Bois de la
Brigade de Marine" (Woods of the Brigade of Marines).
Every Marine knows this story and dozens
more. We are taught them in boot camp as a regular part of the curriculum. Every Marine will always
be taught them! You can learn to don a gas mask
anytime, even on the plane in route to the war zone,
but before you can wear the Eagle, Globe and Anchor and claim the title United States Marine you
must first know about the Marines who made that
[ Editors Note: Our intent in publishing this
article is to accentuate our Corps and the pride
that we have in it. It is not meant in any way to
mininize the sacrifices that brave warrior Americans in our other armed services have made
throughout our national experience.]
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emblem and title meaningful. So long as you can
march and shoot and revere the legacy of the Corps
you can take your place in line. And that line is as
unified in spirit as in purpose.
A soldier wears branch service insignia on his collar, metal shoulder pins and cloth sleeve patches to
identify his unit, and far too many look like they belong in a band. Sailors wear a rating badge that
identifies what they do for the Navy. Airmen have all
kinds of badges and get medals for finishing schools
and showing up for work.
Marines wear only the Eagle, Globe and Anchor
together with personal ribbons and their CHERISHED marksmanship badges. They know why the
uniforms are the colors they are and what each color
means. There is nothing on a Marine's uniform to
indicate what he or she does nor what unit the Marine belongs to. You cannot tell by looking at a Marine whether you are seeing a truck driver, a computer programmer or a machine gunner or a cook or
a baker. The Marine is amorphous, even anonymous, by conscious design.
The Marine is a Marine. Every Marine is a rifleman first and foremost, a Marine first, last and Always! You may serve a four-year enlistment or even
a twenty plus year career without seeing action, but
if the word is given you'll charge across that Wheat
Field! Whether a Marine has been schooled in automated supply or automotive mechanics or aviation
electronics or whatever is immaterial. Those things
are secondary – the Corps does them because it
must. The modern battle requires the technical appliances and since the enemy has them so do
we. But no Marine boasts mastery of them.
Our pride is in our marksmanship, our discipline,
and our membership in a fraternity of courage and
sacrifice. "For the honor of the fallen, for the glory of
the dead", Edgar Guest wrote of Belleau Wood. "The
living line of courage kept the faith and moved
ahead." They are all gone now, those Marines who
made a French farmer's little Wheatfield into one of
the most enduring of Marine Corps legends. Many
of them did not survive the day and eight long decades have claimed the rest. But their actions are
immortal. The Corps remembers them and honors
what they did and so they live forever. Dan Daly's
shouted challenge takes on its true meaning - if you
lie in the trenches you may survive for now, but
someday you may die and no one will care. If you
charge the guns you may die in the next two minutes, but you will be one of the immortals.
All Marines die in either the red flash of battle or
the white cold of the nursing home. In the vigor of
youth or the infirmity of age all will eventually die,
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but the Marine Corps lives on. Every Marine who
ever lived is living still, in the Marines who
claim the title today.
It is that sense of belonging to something that will
outlive our own mortality, which gives people a light
to live by, and a flame to mark their passing.

Our thanks to Sergeant John Camara at
reconmarine.com for forwarding this article
via email. Sgt. Camara has posted all the
past issues of “Reflections” on his website.
The author of “The Corps” is presently
Unknown but worthy of recognition for such an
informed recital of the true Marine sentiment.
HU

The writer vividly remembers one of the
climactic events of Infantry Training in the
Second Infantry Training Regiment of 1955.
As a member of Item Company he participated in the firing of his Battion’s Final
Protective Line of Fire……...his battalion
firing all its resources simultaneously at a
concentrated target area.
In the experience of a 1950’s era Marine,
nothing could be more impressive.
Already convinced that he was invincible
against a mortal enemy, the young Marine
was allowed to participate in an event
which demonstrated the invincibility of his
efforts in synergy with his comrades.
Two years later some members Charlie
Company, 1st Recon Battalion would assemble on the roof of their barracks to witness, from a distance the same event, practiced by a later vintage of 2nd ITR invincibles and cheer them for their firepower.

The premise here is that you don’t have to
be a blooded combat veteran to have
“Seen The Elephant”
“…..the whole story begins with the classic American traveling
carnival. Back in the early 19th century, the arrival of such a
carnival in a small town was a major occasion, affording the
town's residents the opportunity to sample all sorts of exotic
attractions, from the grotesque denizens of the sideshow to wild
beasts from Africa and Asia that many people at that time had
only read of in books. The big draw at many of these shows
was an elephant, a far bigger and stranger critter than any animal native to North America, and to go to the carnival without
"seeing the elephant" would be like going to the Ohio State Fair
without seeing the Butter Cow. (Yes, it's a life-size cow
sculpted from butter, sort of a giant advertisement for bypass
surgery.)”
So ritualized was this small-town pachyderm-mania that by
about 1835 "to see the elephant" had become a catch phrase
meaning "to experience all that there is to see, to see all that can
be endured," with the sense that after having "seen the elephant" there was nothing left to see. A related, more general
sense arose a few years later, in which "to have seen the elephant" meant "to be worldly, no longer innocent, to have
learned a hard lesson." Many young people of the day who left
the country for the big city with stars in their eyes only to experience hardship and disappointment were wryly said to have
"seen the elephant" in this sense. And by about 1840, "see the
elephant" had acquired the specialized military sense you have
heard, meaning "to experience combat for the first time," with
the brutal loss of innocence that ordeal conveys.
-Thanks to TheWordDetective.com-

In todays Marine Corps all Marines are volunteers.
They enter as recruits with their eyes wide-open
and emerge as Marines. We make much of the
transformation that occurs between recruit and Marine. It has become one of the world’s the most enduring tests of brotherhood and most Marines welcome all Marines as brothers..
A majority of todays Marines have met the elephant of combat…...but many have not. The difference between them is that some were called upon in
time of national peril to go into harms way. The
remainder were left to train and guard and “look for
the mouse”. The rigors of actual combat with an
armed foe are not to be minimized. Our country
owes a debt of gratitude which will never be adequately paid to those who faced an armed enemy.
Where does that leave those who trained and
stood ready, willing and able?.
SORT IT OUT ! (That is, think about it and form an
opinion!)

When I left Reconnaissance Company, Headquarters Battalion, 1st Marine Division in late January 1957, it was to attend Drill Instructors School, MCRD, San Diego. By the end
of February, having finished first in my class, I was a full
fledged Marine Corps Drill Instructor.
While still a Corporal (E-3 in the old rank structure) I
worked with several different platoons (and thus several different senior drill instructors.) In May, around the beginning
of the summer rush, I was promoted to Sergeant and assigned
to a platoon that had just gone to Camp Mathews for their
three weeks of weapons qualification training.
The platoon was 214 and the senior drill instructor was a
Staff Sergeant. The SSgt was a 16 year veteran of the Marine
Corps, an infantry small unit leader (i.e. Platoon Sergeant)
who had served in several campaigns during WWII and Korea
and had a chest full of ribbons. The SSgt was also an alcoholic and universally acknowledged as a screw-up. In addition to that he was the only other drill instructor assigned to
Recruit Platoon 214.
With the influx of new recruits at the end of the school year
each year, there was generally a drastic shortage of drill instructors. Such was the case in 1957. From the middle of
May until nearly the end of October there were usually only
two drill instructors per recruit platoon. That meant that the
drill instructors were perpetually on duty, getting around 10
hours away from the platoon every other night and around 18
hours off on weekends.
The Friday that Platoon 214 finished its second week at
Camp Mathews, I left for home at approximately 1800 hours
and was scheduled to return at 1400 hours on Saturday and to
remain on duty until approximately 1000 hours the following
Monday. That Saturday was a light training day: rifle inspection, close order drill, tent cleaning and police call, and laundry in the AM. The afternoon was supposed to be dedicated
to drill instructor selected general military instruction and review, the writing of letters home, and such other activities as
the drill instructor decided was necessary.
When I arrived at Camp Mathews around 1330 hours I went
directly to the platoon area. There was no one there save for a
lone fire-watch. I asked the fire-watch where the SSgt and
the platoon were and got the standard answer, “Sir, the recruit
does not know, Sir!” After taking a few minutes to square
away the fire-watch, I started my search for the platoon. I at
first thought that the SSgt may have taken the platoon to one
of the two steep hills (which were know as Big Mother F___er
and Little Mother F___er) on the trail to the firing range for

Some “duck walk close order drill” as a disciplinary measure.
I was mistaken.
After searching for nearly an hour and finding no trace of the
platoon and its errant leader, I decided that my next best effort
would be to enlist the aid of at least one other SNCO. I took
myself to the door of the SNCO club and spoke to the duty
manager, explaining my missing platoon and its leader and
asking if there was a SNCO in the club who could help me
with my search. I was informed that the SSgt was in the bar,
and the club manager went to get him.
When the SSgt came to the door he was not the recruitingposter-picture of a Marine. He was flushed, blurry eyed and
quite disheveled. I lost the deference I usually showed to my
seniors along with all decorum and nearly shouted, “Where the
HELL is the platoon.”
The SSgt pulled himself somewhat together, stood as tall as
he could (he was what we commonly referred to as a feather
merchant) and slurred at me, “I hid them.” I asked, “What the
hell do you mean, ‘You hid them!’?” He explained that he had
decided that the best activity for the early afternoon would be
an exercise in camouflage and concealment (which was not one
of the subjects to be covered) so he had taken the platoon to a
spot where such training could be conducted and “hid them.”
I finally convinced my erstwhile leader that the exercise
should be terminated and the platoon should return to the tent
area in order to clean up for afternoon mess call. He led me
directly across the street from the SNCO Club to a large stand
of eucalyptus trees. When we were about 10 yards inside the
tree line (which was about 50 to 70 yards from the camp fence
and U.S. Highway 101, the SSgt shouted in his best, under the
circumstances, drill instructor voice, “PLATOON 214, ON
YOUR FEET.” Leaves, dirt, twigs, small branches, dust and
grime flew everywhere as the 60 plus recruits of Platoon 214
leaped up and stood at attention. The SSgt had instructed the
recruits to cover themselves with the eucalyptus leaves and to
remain silent and hidden until he came for them.
Until now, the only person I have told this adventure to is
my loving wife of 53 years. I did not want to cause the SSgt
any trouble or embarrassment and I was no snitch (which
would latter get me into a s—t load of trouble and earn me a
General Courts Martial.) And besides, the platoon was none
the worse for ware and had demonstrated the discipline necessary to make it as a United States Marine.
THAT’S NO S__T! SO HELP ME!
Semper Fi,

Andy

At

IF YOU OBJECT TO THIS
THEN PRESS DELETE
(SEE IF I CARE.)
HU

the request of our late 1st Recon
comrade Louis G. Mayers, SSgt Richard
“Dick” Davidson and HU Campbell bent
elbows in a Horno Panther Piss toast to his
memory. Dick now has the guarantee of a
lower bunk when he meets Lou at our final
duty station. The event took place at
Bubba O’Malley’s Wild Irish Inn at Burton
Michigan where Dick and HU were reunited after 55 years. (Thanks to Bob Morris for directing us to Dick’s whereabouts).

A PURELY (180 PROOF) ACADEMIC INQUIRY

A

couple of us were dumbfounded during our 2009 Reunion visit to Camp Pendleton to find liquor for sale at the PX.
It brought back memories of the late night
(early morning) bus stops at gates to the
Base while the MP’s searched the bus for
contraband hooch. We know that half a
century has passed and that things have
changed a lot…..but we remember how
sneaking liquor into the barracks was delevoped into an art in the 1950’s.

We

were also reminded of the concoction that was passed around when we were
at Camp Horno in 1957. “Horno Ridge
Panther Piss” or “Horno Hooch” was said
to be a product which was “brewed” at
Horno in a carefully hidden still. No one
has ever claimed to have seen the still or to
have knowledge either of its location or the
“shiner” who ran it. The product of the invisible still, if indeed the Panther Piss was
such, is legendary for its potency.

The consensus now (after the fact) is
that it was poured from a medical alcohol
container into the jug that it was swigged
from after lights out. That would make it
about 180 proof ethyl alcohol before anything was added to it. It would have been
the same as WW II Torpedo Juice without
the necessity of filtering or re-distilling. No
one has suggested that it was filtered or
reworked torpedo fuel……...torpedos were
not in Recon’s T/O/E.
It

was common knowledge when we
were “Mainside”, in Area 15, that the
NCO’s were often treated to oranges by

“Doc” McCoy (Presumably to belay scurvy
among the poor wretches). The uninitiated
(us) later heard the rumor that McCoy was
injecting the oranges with alcohol from his
medical locker. Orange peels found in GI
cans often smelled a lot like the Sick Bay.

Torpedo

juice is American slang for an
alcoholic beverage, first mixed in World
War II, made from pineapple juice and the
180-proof grain alcohol fuel used in United
States Navy torpedo motors. Various poisonous additives were mixed into the fuel
alcohol by Navy authorities to render the
alcohol undrinkable, and various methods
were employed by the U.S. sailors to separate the alcohol from the poison. Aside
from the expected alcohol intoxication and
subsequent hangover, the effects of drinking torpedo juice sometimes included mild
or severe reactions to the poison, and the
drink's reputation developed an early element of risk.

The

early U.S. torpedoes were powered
by a miniature steam engine burning 180or higher-proof ethyl alcohol as fuel. The
ethyl alcohol was denatured by the addition of 5–10% "pink lady", a blend of dye,
methanol and possibly other ingredients,
in the first part of the Pacific War. Methanol causes blindness when ingested, and
can't be made non-poisonous. The methanol was said to be (largely) removed by filtering the fuel mix through a compressed
loaf of bread.

Later, a small amount of Croton oil was
(Continued)
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added to the neutral grain spirits which
powered torpedoes. Drinking alcohol with
the oil additive caused painful cramps, internal bleeding and a violent emptying of
the bowels. It was intended as a replacement for methanol which had caused
blindness in some sailors. To avoid the
Croton oil, sailors devised crude stills to
slowly separate the alcohol from the poison, as alcohol evaporated at a lower temperature than Croton oil. The stills were
sometimes called 'Gilly' stills, and the resulting potable alcohol was known as 'gilly'.

With the introduction of the electric
powered U.S. Mark 18 torpedo, ethyl alcohol was no longer required for torpedoes;
however, limited quantities of denatured
alcohol were (and are) still required by the
Electrician's Mates and Interior Communications Electricians on board ship for the
purpose of cleaning slip rings, commutators, and carbon brushes on a wide variety
of equipment.
The standard recipe for torpedo juice is
two parts ethyl alcohol and three parts
pineapple juice.
Thanks to Gary L. McIntosh (War Diary: USS Stevens
1941-1946) and Mike Ostlund (Find ‘em chase ‘em, sink
‘em).

Pfc SMOOT

Sgt FORTINI

Captain Gene Breeze believes that the fellow on the left is Pfc
SMOOT. Dick Davidson verifies that it is FORTINI on the
right.

IT WASN’T WAIKIKI

Left to right: “JJ” Evers, “Buzz” Penland, Blakeley..
And……….is the Marine on the right Amaro??

If you are the first geezer to identify
this very important gizmo then send an
email to scoutr831@ameritech.net with
your snail mail address and you will receive a reward by return snail mail.
The “Whatzit” in the Third Issue of
“Reflections” was first correctly identified
as the follower arm from U.S. Rifle,
Caliber .30, M1by Andy Anderton….a
close second was Dick Davidson who
kicked up dust behind the target by failing to lead properly. Andy enjoys driving
his new Ferrari…..THINK PEOPLE!!
DO ALL OF YOU GIRLS
REALLY WANT TO WEARPETITE TEE SHIRTS? SEND
YOUR F#4*&%!!!G SIZE
TO HU OR STAND BY FOR
INHUMAN VERBAL DEGRADION AND CONTINUAL HARASSMENT.

GI’MEE FIFTY !!!

The history of the Marine Corps emblem
is a story related to the history of the Corps
itself. The emblem of today traces its roots
to the designs and ornaments of early Continental Marines as well as British Royal
Marines. The emblem took its present form
in 1868. Before that time many devices, ornaments, and distinguishing marks followed one another as official marks of the
Corps.
In 1776, the device consisted of a "foul
anchor" of silver or pewter. The foul anchor
still forms a part of the emblem today. (A
foul anchor is an anchor which has one or
more turns of the chain around it).
Changes were made in 1798, 1821, and
1824. In 1834 it was prescribed that a
brass eagle be worn on the hat, the eagle to
measure 3 ½ inches from wingtip to wingtip.

The large "living" emblem (left) is actually composed of thousands of Marines
as shown below. The photo was taken aboard MCRD Parris Island in 1919.

(Look Closely)
During the early years numerous distinguishing marks were prescribed, including
"black cockades", "scarlet plumes," and
"yellow bands and tassels." In 1859 the origin of the present color scheme for the officer's dress uniform ornaments appeared on
an elaborate device of solid white metal
and yellow metal. The design included a
United States shield, half wreath, a bugle,
and the letter "M."

In 1868, Brigadier General Commandant Jacob Zeilin appointed a board "to decide and report upon the various devices of
cap ornaments of the Marine Corps." On
13 November 1868, the board turned in its
report. It was approved by the Commandant four days later, and on 19 November
1868 was signed by the Secretary of the
Navy.
The emblem recommended by this
board consists of a globe (showing the
Western Hemisphere) intersected by a foul
anchor, and surmounted by a spread eagle. On the emblem itself, the device is
topped by a ribbon inscribed with the Latin
motto "Semper Fidelis" (Always Faithful).
The uniform ornaments omit the motto ribbon.
The general design of the emblem was
probably derived from the British Royal
Marines' "Globe and Laurel." The globe on
the U.S. Marine emblem signifies service in
any part of the world. The eagle also indirectly signifies service worldwide, although
this may not have been the intention of the
designers in 1868. The eagle which they
selected for the Marine emblem is a crested
eagle, a type found all over the world. On
the other hand, the eagle pictured on the
great seal and the currency of the United
States is the bald eagle, strictly a North
American variety. The anchor, whose origin
dates back to the founding of the Marine
Corps in 1775, indicates the amphibious
nature of Marines' duties.
The original Marine Corps
Emblem is still found on the
buttons of todays Marine
Corps dress uniforms.

When referring to individual Commandos:
45 Commando is referred to as "four-five"
rather than "forty-five commando" as is 42
Commando, 40 Commando is "forty".
The only units which carry colours are 40
Commando, 42 Commando, 45 Commando,
and the Fleet Protection Group (which is the
custodian of the colours of 43 Commando).
The fouled anchor, incorporated into the
emblem in 1747, is the badge of the Lord High
Admiral and shows that the Corps is part of
the Naval Service.
Per Mare Per Terram ("By Sea By Land"), the
motto of the Marines, is believed to have been
used for the first time in 1775.

The Royal Marines have a proud history and
unique traditions. Their colours (flags) do not
carry individual battle honours in the manner
of the regiments of the British Army but rather
the "globe itself" as the symbol of the Corps.
The badge of the Royal Marines is designed
to commemorate the history of the Corps. The
Lion and Crown denotes a Royal regiment.
King George III conferred this honour in 1802
"in consideration of the very meritorious services of the Marines in the late war."
The "Great Globe itself" surrounded by laurels was chosen by King George IV as a symbol
of the Marines' successes in every quarter of
the world. The laurels are believed to honour
the gallantry they displayed during the investment and capture of Belle Isle, off Lorient, in
April–June 1761.
The word "Gibraltar" refers to the Siege of
Gibraltar in 1704. It was awarded in 1827 by
George IV as a special distinction for the services of four of the old Army Marine regiments
(Queen's Own Marines, 1st Marines, 2nd Marines, 3rd Marines). All other honours gained
by the Royal Marines are represented by the
"Great Globe". As a consequence, there are no
battle honours displayed on the colours of the
four battalion sized units in the corps.

The regimental quick march of the Corps is
A Life on the Ocean Wave, while the slow
march is Preobrajensky, awarded to the Corps
by Admiral of the Fleet Earl Mountbatten of
Burma on the occasion of the Corps's tercentenary in 1964. Lord Mountbatten was Life Colonel Commandant of the Royal Marines until
his murder by the IRA in 1979.
Dress headgear is a white Wolseley pattern
pith helmet surmounted by a ball, a distinction once standard for artillerymen. This derives from the part of the Corps that was once
the Royal Marine Artillery.
The Royal Marines are one of six regiments
allowed by the Lord Mayor of the City of London to march through the City as a regiment
in full array. This dates to the charter of
Charles II that allowed recruiting parties of the
Admiral's Regiment of 1664 to enter the City
with drums beating and colours flying.
Their nickname Bootneck derives its origins
from the leather 'stock' worn round the neck
inside the collar by soldiers. (Sound familiar?).

A UPI article dated March 16, 2010
reports that much of the Special Forces
activity in Afghanistan has reverted to
the direct control of General Stanley
McCrystal.
The report states that the change was
made in response to the charge that
Special Op Troops were acting like
“Cowboys”. (New York Times Report...sigh).

SSgt Anthony J. Adisey far left kneeling.
SSgt Richard F. Davidson far left standing.

General McChrystal commented that
the decision was made in response
to high “civilian” casualties.
Human rights activists and some
commanders of convential field units
have been critical of Special Ops, charging them with responsibility for a large
number of civilian Afghan casualties.
One solution to this problem is to arm
the “Human Rights” activists, UPI experts
and “convential field units” and give the
Special Ops missions to them. They would
solve the problem immediately ! (sic)

All hands below lay topside.
All hands topside lay below.
All hands forward lay aft.
All hands aft lay forward.
UDT lay aft to the fantail
and stand by to direct traffic.
That is all.
God Rest the good ship Wantuck — ”However Deep She May Lie”

It is predicted that the definition of
“civilian” would quickly change since an insurgent becomes a “civilian” when he buries
his AK-47, IED or RPG launcher and seeks
safety among civilians.
When will we ever learn that our rules of
engagement complement the militant muslim modus?
If this sounds opinionated then so be it. It
is nothing more than the opinion of an E-3.
HU
DISCLAIMER
Fine Print Follows

Notice that Andy has it right-on in the last line of “I Hid Them”

Any distinctions made regarding truthfulness or the lack thereof in this publication are made at the risk of the distinctor and are
not the responsibility of the distinctee who caused the distinction to be brought into question. Likewise, all photographs are to
be considered as images only. No reality is either claimed directly or implied indirectly, obtusely or on purpose. No model
releases have been asked for or obtained from anyone victimized digitally. This publication claims no endorsement from any
government agency, Pizza Hut, Mariott Hotels, Buca di Beppo, Jack Daniels Distillery, Café del Sol, the distillers of American
Military Brandy, Toys-R-Us, Victoria’s Secret, Nabisco, the Pepsi-Cola Company or Bubba O’Malley’s Wild Irish Pub.

